
PerfmtSkin
hat's your god's name? I
recently decided to call
mine Zoyt. Let me tell

you why.
I thought I knew God pretty well,

but of late, I've been p:uzzled-I fig-
ured a name change might help.

Here's my thinking.
Growing up, we were told a lot of

stuff about God. Do you ever won-
der about some of that stuffl I'm a

product of 17 years of Catholic
schools-sort of a poster child
(albeit a middle-aged one) for tradi-
tional Catholic education, eight years

at St. Francis (Naugatuck), four at

Holy Cross High School (Waterbury)

and five at Notre Dame University
(South Bend, IN). And yet, now, I
have more questions than ever. I can
just hear my mother, "Now he's re-
naming God. Who does he think he

is? Why can't he just follow the

rules, say the prayers and get into
heaven like the rest ofus?"

I've been thinking about those

early years ofreligious education
(mostly the grade school ones) and

wondering how much they might
still subconsciously control my view
of God. Those early years did not
encourage rational thinking, personal

reflection or any other individual
creative process by which one can

experience God. I guess the thinking
was that 10 year olds just need to be

told, not encouraged (much less

taught) to think! No thinking
"outside the box" when it came to
God. A sign I once saw posted over
the driver in a public bus years ago

best sums up that approach. Get in,

Sit-Down and Shut-Up!

So, I was told a lot of things
about God. Most of it presented by

way of the well-honed Catholic fear-
guilt methodology. I internalized and

I suspect, falsely amplified a lot of it
(believe me those black-robed, ruler-
toting, bead-twirling nuns back at St.

Francis could be pretty persuasive).

Here's one: God is perfect-you
mean, in a human "perfect" sort of
way? Then I guess God would have

perfect skin, which would probably
be white, smooth and blemish free.

But thinking about perfect skin,
makes it all unravel. Imagine. Perfect

skin! Perfect skin! The all-powerful,
all-knowing, maker of heaven and

earth, the seer and hearer ofall
things has PEMECT SKIN. What's
wrong with this picture?

I decided that a true analysis of
God was in order. So I did the totally
human thing for just such an analy-

sis. I imagined I was God. (A little
voice is telling me there must be a

sin in there someplace!) Anyway,
I'm God. I know everything, I got
responsibility-actually, galactic

responsibility-universes need con-
stant attention (creation, reorganiza-
tion, downsizing-maybe some out-

sourcing), and then I have the daily
grind to contend with: the ordering
of time and space, the fostering and

removing of life and the managing of
worlds present, past and future. But,
at the end ofthe day, at least I know
I got perfect skin. I didn't need to
dwell on that long before I got to that
happy point in this mental exercise,
you know, that point where one feels

the amazement of uncovering naked

truth.
If I'm it, God, the one described

above, would I care about skin
(quality, texture or color)? In fact,

would I need skin, or for that matter,

a body at all? And talk about irrele-
vant-gender and sexual orientation;
what need or preference would I
have for such trivialities? Such

things are just oddities that apply to
one tiny subset, in a life group, in a
beautifully non-descript world, in a
faceless universe, ofa vast galaxy
which is simply ONE in the TOTAL.
My Zoyt doesn't care or have prefer-
ences on these issues. Perhaps, the
culprit in the old tradition is the lit-
eral application of the following,
'oMan is made in God's image and

likeness." (Genesis I :26-27), a line
written by a man. What a nice way to
draw a defining box around the infi-
nite.

For me, the name "God" seems to
conjure up many of those "taught"
images (i.e. perfect skin, and all that
other stuff in the "man-made" box).
Although you might think it sopho-
moric, trying a different name seems

to lose some of the baggage. It's ac-

tually rather liberating. Just think
Zoyt! It' s easy. Obviously Zoyt's not
black or white, young or old, male or
female. I think you'd have to agree;

to think so would be laughable. So,

now you know; my Zoyt doesn't
have perfect skin...

I'm going to stick with Zoyt for a
while. I'm hoping it will let me lose

some of the limiting, sub-conscious
images that I've applied to God,
leaving room for a new faith experi-
ence.

Fifty-something seems like a
good time to shed a skin. Wherever
you are in your journey, you might
want to try it.
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